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BACK-ROOM SQUADRON SHOWS THE WAY

A crack squadron that does not go into Battle, But has an influence on

almost every one that does, is one of the little-known yet highly Important
sections of the R.A.F.

It is composed of exports - pilots, observers, navigators, air gunners,

flight engineers - in all the jobs performed By air crows. Its official and

unromantictitle is the Handling Squadron, But it night easily be termed the

Back-Room Squadron, for it has a Back-room function.

To this group of flying men - each on expert in his particular line -

come all the newest types of aircraft adopted By the R.A.F. to Be put through
their paces. Their task is to devise the method in which the air crews who will

fly any particular type of machine shall Be taught to handle it so as to obtain

the Best possible results.

Appropriately enough, this Back-room squadron is part of the Empire
Central Flying School, acknowledged all over the world as the University of

Flying.

The exploits of some of the squadron’s members made memorable chapters
in the earlier history of the air war. Now their job is to probe the potentialities
of all new aircraft so that today’s front-line air crews may maintain Britain’s

air supremacy. The new types are tried out in conditions approximating as nearly

as possible to those encountered in action.

Daily at the Empire Central Flying School a representative cross-section

of R.A.F. types - British and American - the cream of modern design, are put

through every conceivable manoeuvre. After exhaustive tests, the Back-room air

crews devise the handling notes which will Be the vade mecum for those who will

fly the aircraft in operations.

When the handling squadron reads that some now type has Been in action

successfully - it knows that its efforts have Borne fruit.


